
 

GLOBEWEST OUTDOOR COLLECTIONS 2022 
 

GlobeWest reveals Outdoor Collections 2022, welcoming 3 entirely new ranges and 
73 fresh styles to its’ comprehensive range of outdoor living, dining and lounging 
furniture.  
 
“As we seek to break away from the everyday whilst holidaying at home, our outdoor 
spaces need to be more than an extension of our indoor space. With comfort at the 
forefront, this luxurious collection makes resort style living possible, connecting to nature 
in shape, colour and texture.” Explains GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras. 
 
“Cocooning forms, half-moon silhouettes and rounded elements invite mindful moments 
in the sun, whilst tones and textures are shaped by the Australian landscape.” She 
continues.  
 
“A cleansing palette of soft neutrals is balanced by natural textures and earthy tones of 
clay and moss. Plush sunproof fabric, matt powder coated frames and durable ceramic 
surfaces elevate the collection across alfresco living, dining & poolside spaces.  
 
Each piece is thoughtfully designed with durability in mind, for prolonged enjoyment in 
our beautiful Australian climate. 
 

New Collections 
 

Oval forms and grounding design beckon connectivity in solid teak collection 
Banksia. An awe-inspiring dining table with tubular ribbed dowl legs is set for long 
summers lunches.  
 
Clean lines and woven tactility welcome resort-style relaxation with Cabana. A 
cocooning high-back and armed sofa offers seclusion for rest and renewal. Solid teak 
slatted tables are elevated by slim metal legs in white and liquorice finishes. 
 
Enjoy moments in the sun with Lucy. A youthful take on outdoor living, the Lucy sofa 
features generous sunproof seating on a cylindrical teak frame. Considered design is 
visible in the occasional tables subtle curves.  
 
 
 

Highlights to Ongoing Collections 
 



 

Natural elements and rounded forms emerge in latest Cannes. Small space entertaining 
is enhanced by round and rectangle bar tables in solid teak. Textured roping and 
sunproof cushions in white or ink feature in the a new sofa.  
 
New chubby forms and oversized seating beckon relaxation in Aruba.  
 
Mauritius welcomes earthy tones in occasional tables and woven rocking chair. A 
plush, sunproof sofa in light grey and graphite offers modern appeal.   
 
New sculptural shapes and textures have been added to design favourite Ossa. Half-
moon pillar legs sets the foundation for the new Ossa Luna dining table, whilst ribbed 
detailing has been added to a coffee table & round dining table.  
 

Outdoor Technology 
 

The GlobeWest Outdoor collection incorporates scientifically developed technologies 
including Sunbrella & Sunproof 100% recyclable upholstery, Ecolene wicker and 
Quickdry foams ensuring the durability of its outdoor products match its quintessential 
Australian style. Learn More here.  
 

- ENDS -  

Imagery: Deep etched product imagery available now  
Imagery will be added regularly to Press Loft 
 
Download at www.globewest.pressloft.com  

 
Interviews:  Available upon request with Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 
 
Enquiries:  iD Collective | (03) 8554 4888 

Sarah Carty, sarahc@idcollective.com.au  
Darinka Hrkalovic, darinkah@idcollective.com.au  

 
Stockists:  Available via boutique furniture retailers and design professionals nationally. 

 
Showrooms: Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth 

 
Website:  Browse the latest collections at: globewest.com.au  
 
Instagram:  @globewest 


